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Background

Wan Chai is one of Hong Kong's earliest settlements
and has an interesting heritage, possessing many fine
historic buildings from different periods. At the early
stage of colonial governance, the district was once the
home of high-class residences for rich Europeans and
foreign merchants and shipyards were built along the
shores of Wan Chai Bay. The rapid trading had
provided a lot of jobs and had attracted the locals to
live and settle nearby, and the Street Market located at
Tai Yuen Street and Cross Street had been developed
to support their daily living for decades.

Today’s inner Wan Chai is a mixture of the new and the
old, commercials and residentials, you could find
Grade A office buildings, at the same time pre-war
tenant houses in the area; with complex demography,
extremely multi-functions; the Street Market had
witnessed the rapid transformation of the area, it still
embedded a lot of local characters, representing the
down to earth local’s life.

This project aims to develop an urban typology which
could reveal the rich cultural contexts in the area and
the local street market, at the same time integrating
today’s vibrant city life of Wan Chai.

Research Objectives

History and culture research accounted for a large part
of my thesis since my project is all about revealing the
site’s history and culture.

Methodology

The research method on history and culture was based
on literature: books and the World Wide Web. To learn
the site’s history, books will be the most reliable source
to read because they need to be reviewed before
publishing where the World Wide Web does not have
to. There are a few books that mentioned Wan Chai’s
stories:

爾東（2003）趣談香港街道；

爾東（2010）趣談香港街道 - 增訂版；

余震宇（2016）港島海岸線(增訂版)；

余震宇（2018）壹街一個故事: 港島街道回憶與紀實；

柴宇瀚、彭啤（2019）灣仔畫當年

I will only use the World Wide Web when the contents
mentioned in the books are not detail enough. Yet, I will
only prefer the version that is the same or similar to the
book’s version.

On the other hand, site visiting will be the best method
to learn about the site’s culture. I will be site visiting
Wan Chai in order to learn about the cultures and
residents’ lifestyles which could help me to design in an
empathetic way.

Findings

Conclusion
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